Racing instructions
Piranja 2017 SUP
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Event status and rules
Piranja SUP 2017 is counting for Slovenia Cup 2017 series. The competitors should use boards
with a maximum length of 14.0 '(427 cm). The use of a safety leash is mandatory. Paddling
should be standing. Upon falling to water, a maximum of 5 (five) consecutive curtains are
allowed. Any assistance from another person to competitors is not permitted.
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Categories
- ELITE: both male and female category
- INFLATABLE: both male and female category
- MASTER: female category above 35 years,
- KAHUNA: male category above 35 years,
- JUNIOR: both male and female category under 16 let
First three competitors in each category will be awarded. In categories Master and Kahuna the
winners will be awarded. Category is valid, if more than five competitors per category are racing.
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Rules

The Regatta will be governed by the Slovenia Cup rules and Slovenian Surf and SUP federation rules
and guidelines as defined herein:
- Every participant will have to conform to the rules of races specified during the briefing of Saturday,
September 2, 2017. In case of non compliance, the organizer reserves the right to exclude the
competitor.
- Any abandonment must be indicated to the organization.
- In case the person in charge of the security considers that a competitor puts himself in danger, the
organization is allowed to stop this competitor. On order of the persons in charge security, the
competitor will then have to rise aboard.
- The organizers cannot be held for responsable of the false statements which could be mentioned on
the registration form and reserve the right to exclude the offenders, without reimbursement of duty of
registration(inscription).
- Obligation to carry assistance to every person in danger, until safety boat come to them and relieves
them.
- Obligation to respect environment, the sites borrowed as well as the other competitors, and the
voluntary organizers.
- Every competitor is required to wear his personal identification number whenever competing.
- Any movement of paddle in lengthened position or on the knees involves the disqualification of the
competitor.
- Any anti-sports attitude involves disqualification of the competitor.
- Ban to wear ample clothes, favorizing any help of the wind.
- The participation in the race implies the acceptance of the present rules.
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Program
- Competition meeting at 15:30
- Starting signal at 16:00,
- Prize giving and brunch & party after the race, around 17:30
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Identifications of competitors
Lycras with numbers will be supplied by the organizer. Competitor must return Lycra immedeatelly
after the race. Every competitor shall deposit 15€ that will be given back after the Lycra is
returned.
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Racing area
Racing area is as described below, all marks should be rounded as described:
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Comptition meeting
Will be announced half hour before the starting signal of the race most probably at 15:30 in front of the
club
8
Start and finish line
Is between the pole with orange flag mounted on the club pier on port and a pole with orange flag
mounted on the race committee boat on starboard.
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Starting procedure
The paddler starts kneeling on board on a line between two points of starting line as described in
previous chapter (9). The tip of the board may not cross the starting line until the start signal has been
given.
10 Starting signals
-3 minutes before race start: announcement with siren to inform participants of pending race start. The
starting line may not be crossed after this.
-1 Minute before race start: announcement with siren.
-Starting signal will be given with siren announcement.
11 Early start-penalties
3 minute time penalty for false starter
12 Security
Every competitor should use the safety leash, the organizer may request the use of bouyancy jacket.
13 Results
Will be published after the race and before the prizing ceremony.

